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Abstract 

We present comprehensive first-principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) analyses of the 

interfacial strength and bonding mechanisms between crystalline and amorphous selenium (Se) 

with graphene (Gr), a promising duo for energy storage applications. Comparative interface 

analyses are presented on amorphous silicon (Si) with graphene and crystalline Se with 

conventional aluminum (Al) substrate. The interface strength of monoclinic Se (0.43 J/m2) and 

amorphous Si with graphene (0.41 J/m2) is similar in magnitude. While both materials (c-Se, a-

Si) are bonded loosely by van der Waals (vdW) forces over graphene, interfacial electron exchange 

is higher for a-Si/graphene. This is further elaborated by comparing potential energy step and 

charge transfer (Dq) across the graphene interfaces. The Dq for c-Se/Gr and a-Si/Gr are 0.3119 e-1 

and 0.4266 e-1, respectively. However, interface strength of c-Se on 3D Al substrate is higher (0.99 

J/m2), suggesting stronger adhesion. The amorphous Se with graphene has comparable interface 

strength (0.34 J/m2), but electron exchange in this system is slightly distinct from monoclinic Se. 

The electronic characteristics (density of states analysis) and bonding mechanisms are different 

for monoclinic and amorphous Se with graphene and they activate graphene via surface charge 

doping divergently. Our findings highlight the complex electrochemical phenomena in Se 

interfaced with graphene, which may profoundly differ from their “free” counterparts.   

 

 



1. Introduction 

The development of ‘next-generation’ electrodes by combining materials into composite structures 

is gaining attention to enhance the energy and power-density of existing battery technologies. Two 

or more materials are amalgamated in varied nano- and micro-structures, where each component 

can contribute in one or many ways as an active electrode1, 2, composite additive and a binder3-10, 

porous matrix11, or even a current collector12, 13. However, much less focus has been directed 

towards the interface chemistry of these materials. To this end, silicon (Si) is an exemplar anode 

where issues of cycle life, capacity, volume expansion, and surface reactivity have been 

successfully addressed by nano-engineering strategies such as Si alloys14, Si film composites15, Si 

and carbon (C) nanoparticles composites16, and porous Si mixed with carbon-based 

nanostructures17. Naturally, the interface of materials in such systems becomes the focal point, 

which dictates their applicatory success. 

Comparable to alloying Si anode, which has the very high specific capacity ( 3000 mAhg-

1 ), elemental sulfur (S) cathode can also deliver the high specific capacity of 1675 mAhg-1 with 

its projected energy density being two to three times higher than conventional cathodes18. 

However, the primary concern is the solubility of Li-S reaction intermediate long-chain 

polysulfides that diffuse into electrolyte, causing shuttle effects19. As these problems with Li-S 

batteries become increasingly prominent20-22, S is being replaced by heavier chalcogens such as 

selenium (Se) and tellurium(Te)23-26. Currently, Te usage is limited by its higher cost, elemental 

toxicity, and extremely fast capacity decay due to pulverization25. Thus, Se is replacing S as a 

favored choice. Apart from being less reactive and free from shuttle effects27, it possesses superior 

electrical conductivity (1C10-3 S.m-1 for Se and 5C10-28 S.m-1 for S)28 and lithiation rates than Li-

S cathode29. Furthermore, Se is capable of moving battery technology a step further towards 

sustainable sodium ion batteries with better sodiation kinetics30. This makes Se an ideal candidate 

for next-generation energy storage materials. 

 

Chalcogens directly react with Li/Na and undergo a conversion-type reaction accompanied 

by significant volume expansions causing chemo-mechanical degradation. To overcome this, 

micro and mesoporous C has been used as an additive, first to S31, 32 and now to Se33. This porous 

matrix of C provides a buffer space for the active electrode Se to expand at ease and continuity of 



electronic contact. In return, electronegative Se with its large pool of d electrons and polarizability 

manipulates the surface chemistry of the embedded C matrix and activates it to provide additional 

Li storage sites27, 33-35.  As the experimental techniques to infuse Se into C and resultant micro-

structures are varied, electrochemical outcome of Se-C cathode is impacted significantly. 

Electrochemical activity and cycle life of Se-C improves when morphology of C is shifted towards 

more refined nanostructures such as nanofibers35 and graphene36-38. Therefore, in the latest studies, 

porous C is now being replaced by graphene in Se-C systems.  

 

 Being a 2D derivative of graphite, the most commercialized anode of LIB, graphene 

independently retains competence to store Li/Na1, 2. This is evident in an experimental work by 

Han et al.39 in which Se nanoparticles, embedded in a mixture of mesoporous C and graphene, 

exhibited better discharge capacities and cycle life as LIB cathodes than Se in porous C alone. In 

a recent experimental and computational study on Si over graphene substrate by Basu et al.12, 

slipperiness of graphene surface proved to be effective in combating stresses in Si anode upon 

lithiation, thereby increasing the cycle life of the electrode. Interface adhesion between Si and the 

substrates was the primary determinant of electrode cycle life. While many prior studies claim that 

high adhesion between active electrode material and additive will be beneficial for battery 

cyclability40-42, this study proves that low interface adhesion due to slippery graphene surface 

could be instead more favorable for the battery life. A latest report 43 suggest high interface strength 

between two materials can cause formation of structurally-disconnected aggregates within 

electrode. This condition could be avoided if the interface strength between two materials is 

carefully adjusted along with other physio-chemical factors.  

 

To this end, the present study theoretically investigates the interface between 3D/2D 

Se/graphene and their future potential in battery applications as composite electrodes. Se-

graphene-based works are still in infancy, with most of them being experimental reports. The 

atomic-level detailed investigation of the Se-graphene interface in terms of interfacial strength, 

bonding, and overall electronic character is missing. We also present a comparative investigation 

of amorphous Si/graphene interface as its efficacy is well utilized in the batteries3-7 and can act as 

a baseline in this work. The novelty of the present study is: We have determined differences in the 

interface strength of monoclinic and amorphous Se with the 2D hexagonal lattice of graphene. Se 



comes in several allotropic forms: monoclinic, trigonal, and amorphous. Being temperature and 

pressure-sensitive, it undergoes phase transformations during its applications, which remain less 

understood due to the marginal difference between structures of its different allotropes44. 

Nevertheless, even these marginal structural changes in Se cause fluctuations in interface strength, 

bonding, the directionality of electron flow, and potential gradient at Se-based interfaces. 

Furthermore, these characteristics also influence the electronic states of Se and graphene 

distinctively, which we have investigated in detail using the density of states (DOS) analysis. 

Lastly, we discuss the consequences of our interface analysis on the application of Se-graphene 

systems in batteries. 

 

2. Computational details 
 

Crystalline(c-) and amorphous(a-) phase of Se were modeled (fig. 1) before the interface analysis. 

Monoclinic Se with eight-membered monomer rings S8 was opted as c-Se. The latter has structural 

parameters such as interatomic bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles similar to its other 

crystalline allotropes44. Starting from c-Se, amorphous selenium (a-Se) was derived by 

computational quenching 45, 46. The quenching process required ab initio molecular dynamics 

(AIMD) within the DFT framework in Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)47. We 

performed systematic heating, cooling, and equilibration of Se for 5000 MD time steps with 1 fs 

time interval under the NVT canonical ensemble. The highest temperature considered (5000 K) 

was far above the melting point of Se. The final amorphous structure was obtained via DFT 

optimization of the room temperature AIMD simulated lowest energy (local minima) structure. 

Projector-augmented-wave (PAW) potentials were used to mimic inert core electrons, while the 

valance electrons were represented by plane-wave basis set.48, 49 Plane wave energy cut-off and 

convergence tolerance for all relaxations were 550 eV and 1.0×10-6 eV, respectively. The GGA 

with the PBE exchange-correlation function was taken into account50.  For optimizing the initial 

structures of bulk c-Se64 and a-Se64, gamma centered 4 X 4 X 4 k-meshes were employed for good 

convergence. The energy minimization was done by conjugate gradient method with Hellmann-

Feynman forces less than 0.02 eV/Å. The final c-Se and a-Se phases were identified using radial 

distribution function (RDF) plots. The RDF plot for c-Se in fig.1-a2 presents more than one 

prominent peak, which is symbolic of crystallinity, and the nearest Se-Se distance of ~2.4Å is 



noted. In contrast, RDF plot in fig.1-b2 for a-Se exhibits nearest Se-Se distance of ~2.38Å and 

only one prominent peak with low intensity. These Se structures were then interfaced with a 

graphene (Gr) for further analysis (depicted in fig.1-a3 and -b3). 

 Vacuum interface model51 with added vacuum in z-dimensions (normal to graphene plane) 

was used to calculate the interface energies (illustrated in fig. 2). In total, we studied four interface 

systems: (a- and c-)Se64/Gr, a-Si64/Gr, and a 3D/3D c-Se64/Al for comparison purposes. Here 64 

is the number of Se or Si atoms in bulk. For Se-Gr interface systems, Gr comprised of 112 sp2 

carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice, which takes into account the surface area of c-Se64 

crystal in (001) direction. Preparation of a-Si/Gr interface system has been reported previously12 

with the number of carbon atoms reduced to 60. In c-Se64/Al system, monoclinic Se64 was 

interfaced with four atomic layers of Al as substrate. These structures are periodic in x-y 

dimensions. For DFT calculations, gamma centered 4 X 4 X 1 k-meshes were employed and GGA 

functional was inclusive of vdW correction to incorporate the effect of weak long-range van der 

Waals (vdW) forces52. All calculations were done with optPBE functional within vdW-DF-

family53, 54. 

 



Figure 1 Schematic illustration of quenching process to generate initial Se structures. (a1) Optimized 

monoclinic Se (c-Se) having Se8 rings. (b1) Optimized amorphous Se (a-Se) generated from a monoclinic 

crystalline Se (c-Se) with computational quenching. The structure is dominated by disintegrated forms of 

Se rings. (a2) Radial Distribution Function (RDF) plot for monoclinic Se (c-Se) with nearest neighboring 

distance of ~2.4Å. More than one prominent peak is symbolic of crystallinity. (b2) RDF plot for amorphous 

Se (a-Se) obtained after quenching of monoclinic Se. Nearest neighboring distance is ~2.38Å and only one 

prominent peak is noted with low intensity. RDF plots for c-Se and a-Se conform and differentiate the 

structures of optimized Se allotropes. (a3) Representation of initial structure of c-Se/graphene interface 

prior to the interface study. (b3) Representation of initial structure of a-Se/graphene interface. 

 

3. Results and Discussions 
 

3.1 Interface Strength Analysis 

 To evaluate the strength of Se-Gr interfaces, we first computed  work of separation (Wsep) 

for each interface system. By definition, it is the energy per unit area required to separate the two 

materials completely in the direction normal to the interface. To accomplish this, slab models for 

(a-/c-) Se/Gr were created with vacuum in z-dimension to permit atomic relaxation, as shown in 

fig.2-a,b.  The standard description of Wsep is as follows 

           Wsep		=	s1	+	s2	-	g12  =  
𝐄𝟏-𝐄𝟐/𝐄𝟏𝟐

𝑨
                                                                                           (1) 

Here, s1, s2  are surface energy of both the materials, g12 is the interface energy, E1 and E2 are total 

energy of slab 1 and slab 2, respectively. E12 is the total energy of interface system in slab 3. A is 

the area of contact at the interface. Besides Se/Gr, we also used similar slab models to calculate 

Wsep in c-Se/Al and a-Si/Gr interface systems. 

 

 



 
Figure 2  Vacuum interface models with three slabs taken for the work of separation calculations. (a) 

Three slabs taken for surface energy calculations of amorphous Se and Gr interface (a-Se/Gr). (b) Three 

slabs taken for surface energy calculations of monoclinic Se and Gr interface (c-Se/Gr). Vacuum of 12Å 

was added in z direction for slab 1 and 2, 14Å vacuum in z direction for slab 3 supercell containing the 

interface. E2 for a-Se is higher than for c-Se denoting the lower thermodynamical stability of amorphous 

Se phase. The E12 of both the interface systems (c-Se/Gr and a-Se/Ge) is almost same.  

 

Results of Wsep for different interfaces are summarized in fig. 3a and indicate that interface 

strength for Se-Gr systems (both a- and c-Se) is comparable to a-Si/Gr interface. Lower Wsep has 

been previously shown12 to influence electrode performance positively by mitigating stresses in Si 

electrode during lithiation/delithiation cycle. Computational analyses, backed by experimental 

validation, suggest that Wsep value of ~ 0.41 J/m2 (green interface in fig. 3c) for amorphous Si over 

Gr (a-Si/Gr) permits a ‘slippery’ vdW interface where Si is loosely physisorbed on Gr surface 

without any strong bonding. This allows these two materials to slip over one another in a 

frictionless manner without losing the mechanical contact. In contrast, the high Wsep (~ 1.6 J/m2) 

in amorphous Si over Ni (a-Si/Ni) is associated with ‘non-slippery’ high adhesion conditions 

dominated by repeated compression and tension in the interfacial region (red interface in fig.3b). 

In our study, Wsep values for a-Se/Gr and c-Se/Gr are 0.34 J/m2 and 0.43 J/m2, respectively. The 

comparable interface strength of c-Se/Gr and a-Si/Gr propose long cycle life of Se-Gr electrodes. 

In addition, monoclinic c-Se and Gr interface system is devoid of any lattice mismatch associated 

lattice distortions. The 8-membered rings of Se are mostly conserved in the stable interface system 

with Gr. Upon optimization, there is only a slight vertical condensation (can be noted in fig. 4b) 



of Se crystal, resulting in minor distortions of dihedral angles and low interfacial gap (d), which 

works in favor of the interface in establishing a beneficial contact with Gr.  

 

 
Figure 3 Interface strength quantified by work of separation (Wsep) results. (a) Interfacial work of 

separation for relaxed a-Se/Gr, c-Se/Gr, c-Se/Al and a-Si/Gr interfaces. (b) Schematic representation of an 

interface under ‘high interface strength’ condition denoted by red color, facing compressive stresses during 

Li incorporation in LIBs ultimately leading to crack propagation and mechanical failures. (c) Schematic 

representation of a contrasting ‘low interface strength’ condition as seen in the case of graphene interfaces 

and denoted by green/yellow here. Passive interface strength permits easy expansion and contraction to the 

active electrode material. 

 

As alloying electrodes undergo continuous phase changes during battery cycle, Se will 

have an added advantage of similar interface strength during its phase transitions (c-Se « a-Se) 

as compared to its complementary electrodes. Wsep of a-Se/Gr (0.34 J/m2) is less only by 20% of 

c-Se/Gr (0.43 J/m2), primarily due to the structural similarities between the two phases. This was 

because the a-Se derived by the quenching process was similar to c-Se in terms of first neighboring 

Se-Se distances (~2.4Å in fig.1-a2,b2). The critical difference between the two allotropes of Se is 

that in a-Se, Se8 rings break to form different sized polymeric chains, as shown in fig.1-b1. Our 

structures are in tune with previous studies on Se allotropes and confirms that a-Se is dominated 

by large chain molecules having each Se atom surrounded by two immediate neighbors, with 

interatomic distances similar to c-Se44, 55. In our calculations, the interface energy (g12  = E12/A) of 

both the interface systems (c-Se/Gr and a-Se/Ge) is almost same. However, the overall interface 

strength (Wsep) drops in a-Se/Gr system (yellow interface in fig.3) due to comparatively high 



system energy (E2) and lower thermo-dynamical stability of a-Se phase as pointed out in fig 2. 

The disintegrated forms of Se rings dominate the a-Se/Ge structure.   

 

In addition to the cycle life and phase transition, lower interface strength between Se and 

Gr can be beneficial in designing the electrode morphology. A latest study43 shows high adhesion 

between active electrode material (AM) and binder causes disconnected lumps of AM-binder 

within the electrode. Passable interface strength between the active Se electrode and Gr flakes (as 

the binder) permits both the materials to be completely dispersed throughout the volume 

maintaining ionic and electronic conductive pathways. To present a contrast, interface strength in 

c-Se/Al system was examined by evaluating Wsep. The replacement of 2D Gr by a 3D Al affected 

the interface strength with a two-fold increase (0.99 J/m2 red interface in fig.3). Al is also a 

conventional current collector used at cathode end in LIBs, and our results suggest that by reducing 

the surface contact between Se and Al, cycle life of Se electrode can be enhanced. This contrasting 

adhesion of Se with Gr and Al advocates the use of Se-Gr electrodes in battery applications. Next, 

we investigate compelling factors that contribute to the interfacial strength in Se and Si interface 

systems. 

 

3.2 Electron Exchange and Charge Separation analysis 

 

The low interface strength and slippery surface of Gr pose an essential question - how long 

does the Se-Gr interface stay intact? Se is previously reported to peel off from SiO2/Si surfaces by 

slight mechanical exertion due to a lack of mechanical interlocking and chemical interaction56. 

This condition was improved by inserting an inconsistent intermediate layer of Indium(In) between 

Se-SiO2 interface. A non-metal like Se could then be held in place by forming a surface alloy of 

In2Se3. In the case of 2D materials such as Gr, even with Se-Gr interface strength being similar to 

Si-Gr interface, Se-Gr might still lack stability due to polarity and absence of dangling bonds as 

prevalent in the case of Si57, 58. Applicatory longevity of Se interfaces needs to be further 

investigated by utilizing a comprehensive analysis of bonding. In this section, we discuss the 

persistence of Se-Gr interfaces as the function of electron distribution across the interface. We 

analyze electron exchange between the two surfaces, followed by the difference in surface 

potential and resultant charge separation between the two materials. 



 

Electron redistribution is a prominent reason for interface strength and can throw light on 

the bonding phenomenon at the interface. The overall electron exchange between 3D Se bulk and 

2D Gr is studied in optimized interface supercells via Bader charge analysis using scripts by 

Henkelman group59. Bader charge analysis quantifies atomic charges based on the charge density 

in a bader volume of each atom in the relaxed structure and calculates net charge transfer across 

the interface (Dq). In light of our used pseudopotential, all the C, Si, Se, and Al atoms in the system 

were taken to have 4, 4, 6, and 3 valence electrons, respectively. Charge distribution on Gr was 

computed by summing electronic charges on all the carbon atoms in the system (qc). Then the total 

charge transfer across the interface was calculated by  

 

 Dq = qc – 4 ´ c                                                                                                      (2) 

 

where c is the number of carbon atoms in the system. The resultant values are presented in 

Table 1 for all considered Gr interface systems. The positive value of Dq indicates the number of 

electrons Gr gained when in contact with the bulk material, while a negative value represents the 

loss in electrons. The relation between the interface strength and the total charge transfer across 

the interface, Wsep ∝	|Dq|/ d2, for Se interfaces compares well with some previous works on Pt-Gr 

and Si-C interfaces51, 60. In a-Se/Gr, a-Se gains net ~0.2556 electrons from Gr, leading to p-type 

doping in the latter. We observed that in a-Se structure, Se atoms, broken from the chains, adsorb 

on Gr surface by gaining more electrons (illustrated in fig.4a). This result is consistent with a 

previous work by Nakada et al.61 which highlights while most atoms lose electrons to Gr surface, 

non-metals from Group 16 and 17 take up electrons from Gr. Therefore, Se atom gains about 0.01e-

1 when adsorbed on Gr surface. Our results verify that in an amorphous state, Se atoms adsorb on 

Gr surface with similar characteristics.  

 

Direction of charge transfer is reversed in the crystalline interface system (fig. 4b), where 

c-Se loses electrons to Gr (~0.312e-1). Atoms on Se8 in the interfacial regions have less electrons 

than the atoms in Se8 farther from Gr. The tendency of Gr to gain electrons from interfacing 3D 

bulk is steady in a-Si/Gr system where net 0.4226e-1 is gained by Gr (summarized in Table 1). 

Additionally, a very distinctive interface is noted between c-Se and Al in fig. 4c, where Se8 rings 



at the interface break into individual atoms to form strong covalent bonds with Al surface. There 

is a surface reaction between Al and Se surface atoms resulting in Dq = 4.5 e-1 between Se and Al 

substrate. This reaction between Se and Al will result in the loss of active Se for reaction with 

oncoming adatom in batteries (e.g., Li in Lithium batteries). 

 
Figure 4 Distribution of electrons on Se atoms present at the graphene and aluminum interfaces. (a) 

Illustration of net charge transfer (Dq = 0.2552 e-1) from Gr surface to a-Se at a-Se/Gr interface. Se atoms 

detached from Se chains and attached to fewer than 2-3 Se atoms, adsorb on Gr surface by gaining more 

electrons (~0.12 e-1). (b) The net charge transfer (Dq = 0.3119 e-1) at c-Se/Gr interface is directed towards 

Gr. Se atoms within Se8 rings in the interfacial region have lower number of electrons than Se atoms farther 

from Gr surface. (c) Optimized view of c-Se/Al interface where Se8 rings at the interface break into 

individual atoms to form covalent bonds with surface Al atoms. This surface reaction between Al and Se 

results in comparatively high net charge transfer (Dq = 4.5 e-1) between Se and Al substrate. All the charges 

were obtained via Bader charge analysis. 

 

 

Electron exchange (Dq) at Si-Gr interface is quantitatively more than Se-Gr interfaces 

(Table 1). This comparative ease of electron exchange at Si-Gr interface can be understood with 

the potential gradient and charge separation analysis presented in fig. 5. To bridge the electronic 

character across Se-Gr interface, we mapped the potential step (DV) between two materials and 

defined it as potential gradient (df/dz) by dividing the difference in electrostatic potential at the 

interface with the interface gap (d). The computed electrostatic potential (V) on atoms was 

averaged in x-y plane for every unit z dimension (normal to Gr plane)62. Potential of Se and Gr at 



the interface were acquired by averaging VSe/Gr in the z dimension63.  Potential gradient across the 

interface was determined by 

 
𝒅f
𝒅𝒛

 = 
𝐕𝑺𝒆/𝐕𝑮𝒓

𝒅
                                                                                                                      (4) 

 

where VSe-VGr is the difference of V between Se and Gr atoms at the interface. The interfacial gap 

(d) in the z dimension is denoted by the distance of lowest Se atom from the Gr surface (see fig.5- 

a1,b1,c1).  

 

         Lower potential gradient promises ease of interaction at the interface (df/dz ~0 for same 

materials), while large potential step is indicative of incohesive interface with less scope for 

electron exchange and bonding. The df/dz values for Se and Si interfaces with Gr are summarized 

in Table 1, along with their associated Wsep and electron exchange results. Fig.5-a1,b1 

demonstrates the potential step that developed across the Se-Gr interfaces and the resultant 

gradients. The red curve is the averaged electrostatic potential in the x-y plane, and purple is the 

averaged V across the z dimension. The difference in average potential of a-Se and Gr in the 

interface system is the highest (fig.5-a1). This results in a sizeable potential step and a steep value 

of df/dz (3.081 eV/Å). A similar trend is noted in the case of c-Se/Gr interface in fig.5-b1, where 

df/dz value is 3.03eV/Å and d = 2.86Å. This curtailed value of df/dz and d indicate c-Se/Gr 

interface system might be slightly superior to its amorphous counterpart in terms of bonding 

ability. In comparison to Se-Gr interfaces, a-Si/Gr has reduced potential step across the interface 

and resulting df/dz (2.18 eV/Å) is significantly lower (fig.5-c1). Hence, we observe higher 

electron exchange at a-Si/Gr interface than c-Se/Gr despite having comparative Wsep values. The 

df/dz values indicate that Se is less likely to remain bonded with Gr as compared to the case of 

Si/Gr. 

 



 
Figure 5 Comparison of potential gradient and charge separation at graphene interfaces. (a1, b1, c1) 

Averages potential curves at graphene interfaces with amorphous Se, crystalline Se and amorphous Si. The 

red curve is the averaged electrostatic potential in the x-y plane and purple is the averaged potential across 

the z dimension. There is a potential step across all the interfaces which results in potential gradients 

(df/dz).  d denotes the distance of the nearest Se/Si atom with respect to Gr sheet. (a2, b2, c2) Charge 

separation schemes for Gr interface with amorphous Se,  crystalline Se and amorphous Si. Charge 

accumulation and depletion are shown in red and green, respectively. In comparison to Se-Gr interfaces, a-

Si/Gr has reduced potential step (df/dz = 2.18 eV/Å) and significant overlap of electron clouds across the 



interface representing ease of interfacial interaction. Large potential gradient (df/dz) at Se/Gr interfaces is 

indicative of incohesive interface with less scope for electron exchange and bonding. 

 

Charge density in the interfacial region was visualized by charge separation analysis. 

Charge separation scheme at the interface was extracted by subtracting charge density of individual 

materials from that of the entire system, and difference is plotted with an isosurface of 0.00024 e 

Å-3. The resultant plots in fig.5-a2,b2,c2 provide the extent of interaction between the atomic 

systems and are consistent with our Dq and df/dz results. Charge separation scheme for Se 

interfaces exhibits hardly any overlap of electron cloud between the two materials. Nevertheless, 

there is a presence of strong dipole at the interface due to accumulation of negative and positive 

charges, as indicated by red and green isosurfaces. Charge separation of c-Se/Gr (fig.5-b2) suggest 

the crystalline phase of Se is better than a-Se in forming a reliable interface with Gr as there is 

some overlap of positive and negative isosurfaces at the interface. Charge separation scheme of a-

Si/Gr interface exhibits a better overlap of electron cloud between the two materials. These 

findings further imply that Se-Gr interfaces are not as amicable as Si-Gr, and Se alone can easily 

disintegrate from Gr surface upon external stimulation. 

 

Table 1 Summary of electron distribution across Gr interfaces with bulk amorphous Se, crystalline Se and 

amorphous Si along with its associated interface strength value (Wsep). The potential energy gradient across 

the interface is denoted by df/dz, total charge transferred across the interface is given by Dq, where positive 

value denote charge acquired by graphene while negative value denote the charge given by graphene to the 

bulk, and d is the distance between Gr and lowest Se/Si atom. 

Systems Wsep (J/m2) df/dz (eV/Å) Dq  (e-1) d (Å) 

a-Se/Gr 0.34 3.08 -0.2552 3.33 

c-Se/Gr 0.43 3.03 0.3119 2.87 

a-Si/Gr 0.41 2.18 0.4266 3.06 

 

 

3.3 Electronic conductivity in Se-Gr interface systems 

 

In order to understand the differences in electronic conductivity of Se allotropes when 

interfaced with Gr, we have incorporated DOS analysis for a-Se, c-Se, and their respective Gr 



interface systems. DOS analysis gives an idea about the number of states electrons are allowed to 

occupy at a particular energy level in a system. In principle, the distribution of electronic states 

near the Fermi level (denoted by dark dashed line in fig. 6) is noted. Since our work focusses on 

how Gr interface changes for two different Se allotropes, we first analyzed DOS plots of a-Se and 

c-Se without a Gr substrate in fig.6-a,b. We find that the overall appearance of DOS changed 

between a-Se and c-Se. In particular, there is a significant reduction in band gap in total DOS plot 

of a-Se in comparison to c-Se. The band gap between valance band (VB) and conduction band 

(CB) in c-Se is 1.6 eV (fig.6b), which is reduced to 0.16 eV in a-Se (fig.6a). Moreover, energy 

states that are discrete for c-Se become more continuous in a-Se as existent peaks broaden and 

new energy levels are introduced due to the formation of disintegrated Se chains of different 

lengths. As such, the amorphous phase of Se looks more promising in terms of electronic 

conductivity. 

 

 
Figure 6 Total Density of States (DOS) plots of Se allotropes and Se interfaced with graphene. The 

green and pink plot indicates the total DOS of Se and Gr in the system (a) DOS of isolated amorphous 

selenium (a-Se). Energy states are continuous with very small band gap of 0.16 eV. (b) DOS of isolated 

monoclinic selenium (c-Se). Energy states are discrete, and peaks are labeled as (i-vi). There is a difference 

of 1.6 eV between Valance band (VB) and Conduction band (CB). (c) Presents t-DOS of amorphous 



selenium over  graphene substrate (a-Se/Gr). Difference between VB and CB in a-Se increase to 0.4 eV. 

(d) Presents t-DOS of monoclinic selenium over  graphene substrate (c-Se/Gr). All the labeled peaks shift 

towards lower energy as energy difference between VB and CB is reduced to 1 eV. 

 

 

Next, we plotted total DOS for Se and Gr when interfaced in a-Se/Gr and c-Se/Gr systems 

(see fig.6-c,d) to interpret the influence of Gr substrate on electronic properties of Se and vice 

versa. In c-Se/Gr system, the presence of Gr with c-Se works towards slightly improving the 

conductivity in Se. First, the band gap in total DOS of Se (green), which was 1.6 eV before reduced 

to 1 eV. Distinct peaks of c-Se become broader in c-Se/Gr to show explicit continuity of energy 

states in VB and CB (fig.6d). Next, a redshift (towards lower energy) of all labeled peaks of c-Se 

is seen due to presence of Gr. This shift of peaks is on account of changes observed in dihedral 

angles of relaxed c-Se structure over Gr surface. In addition, some additional peaks are introduced 

due to overlap of selenium’s 3d orbitals and carbon’s p orbitals. Effects of Gr substrate on 

electronic properties of Se are slightly reversed in the case of a-Se/Gr. In contrast to its crystalline 

allotrope, presence of Gr brought about redistribution of states near the band gap ( compare fig.6 

a and c). A recession of CB and VB is noted, which has introduced a band gap in the total DOS of 

a-Se in fig.6c in comparison to fig 6a. The energy between CB of a-Se, occupied by 3d electrons, 

and VB dominated by p orbital electrons, increases from 0.16 eV to 0.4 eV due to interference of 

Gr orbitals with Se. Overall, the continuity of electronic states in total DOS of a-Se/Gr indicates 

enhanced conductivity.  

 

The presence of surface Se also impact the electronic properties of Gr as demonstrated in 

total DOS plots of pristine and Se-doped Gr in fig.7. Gr is a semi-metal known for its characteristic 

cone that conjoins VB and CB at the minimum conductivity point also known as Dirac point at 0 

eV64. However, due to the presence of c-Se, the total DOS curve of Gr in c-Se/Gr deviates from 

its signature cone structure with incorporation of some additional states near 0 eV as it gains 

electrons. Most importantly, very small band gap of 0.10 eV is introduced near 0 eV in electronic 

states of Gr interfaced with monoclinic Se (see fig.7c). The surface charge states of Gr resultant of 

p electrons are known to be sensitive to surface charge distribution. We suggest that spread of Se8 

rings of monoclinic Se on the surface of Gr causes inconsistent charge densities on Gr surface (can 



also be seen in fig.5-b2). This redistribution of surface charges is the potential reason for opening 

of band gap in Gr. This band gap is desirable for device applications in order to control the behavior 

of charge carriers and hence can be effectively engineered based on the characteristics of the 

chemical dopant (active c-Se in this case). In contrast, graphene DOS maintains its distinctive 

conical structure in a-Se/Gr as shown in fig.7b. Through the loss of electrons to Se, the minimum 

conductivity point in Gr shifts towards positive gate voltage 0.4 eV from 0 eV. This shift is similar 

to the DOS of p-type doped Gr in previous studies65. Due to structural inconsistencies in the 

amorphous state of Se, the count of dopant acceptor Se atoms can vary which will influence the 

mobility of charge carriers in Gr. Besides a-Se having better electronic conductivity than its 

crystalline counterpart, a-Se/Gr can also have enhanced electron mobility. As the electron 

concentration increases on Gr due to oncoming donor metal (Li, Na, K, etc. in batteries), mobility 

of electron will tend to decrease. Free acceptor Se atoms at a-Se/Gr interface function to modulate 

electron concentrations. Overall, the total DOS plot of Gr in c-Se/Gr and a-Se/Gr, resonates well 

with our bader charge analysis (Dq) and charge separation results. 

 

 
Figure 7 Changes in total DOS of Graphene. (a) DOS of pristine graphene having Dirac point at 0 eV 

where VB and CB meet. (b) Total DOS of graphene when interfaced with amorphous Se (a-Se). Due to 



surface charge doping of graphene by a-Se, Dirac point shifts towards 0.4 eV. (c) Total DOS of graphene 

when interfaced with monoclinic Se (c-Se) deviates from its signature cone structure with incorporation of 

some additional states near 0 eV as it gains electrons and introduction of a very small band gap of 0.10 eV 

near 0 eV. 

 
4. Conclusions 

 
In conclusion, we performed a comparative study of interfacial characteristics for Se-Gr interface 

and distinguished Si-Gr interface. By first principle calculations, we probed two Se-Gr interfaces 

with different Se allotropes for strength, long term stability and electronic conductivity. Our results 

show that  

(i) Among two allotropes of Se, crystalline Se promises superior interface with Gr in 

terms of strength and persistence. Backed by amicable work of separation (Wsep = 

0.43 J/m2) and fair interaction of charges at the interface (Dq = 0.3119 e-1), c-Se/Gr 

interface exhibits characteristics similar to a-Si/Gr (Wsep = 0.41 J/m2 and Dq = 

0.4266 e-1) .  

(ii) Based on the quantitative evidence (df/dz and Dq) presented in our study, we doubt 

longevity of c-Se/Gr interface in comparison to a-Si/Gr. The potential difference 

between c-Se/Gr interface (df/dz = 3.03 eV/ Å) is larger than a-Si/Gr case (df/dz 

= 2.18 eV/ Å). In addition, the higher electron exchange is noted for a-Si/Gr 

interface (Dq = 0.4266 e-1) than c-Se/Gr (Dq = 0.3119 e-1) despite having 

comparative Wsep . 

(iii) Even though, interface strength of a-Se/Gr (Wsep = 0.34 J/m2) differs only slightly 

from c-Se/Gr system (Wsep = 0.43 J/m2), there is significant anomaly in interfacial 

bonding. c-Se donates electrons to Gr. In a-Se, Se atoms are separated from 

polymeric chains and adsorb on Gr by acquiring electrons. This difference in 

interfacial electron exchange for Se allotropes influence the electronic character of 

both the Se-Gr systems as seen in our analysis of electronic conductivity using the 

DOS analysis. 

(iv) The DOS plots of Gr interfaced with amorphous and crystalline Se denote p- and 

n- type doping of Gr, respectively. Therefore, as the mechanism of bonding is 



different for amorphous and crystalline Se with Gr, they activate Gr differently for 

wide range of catalytic and electrochemical applications. 

 

Overall, our computational results provide deeper insight into the interface between Selenium and 

graphene.  
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